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What is Online Reputation 
Management (ORM)? 
• Strategies that shape or 

influence the public 
perception of an organization 
or individual on the Internet, 
specifically: 

– Social Media 
Platforms/Management

– Online Review Sites 
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Some Quick Stats of Online Reputation 
• 97% of people read reviews for local businesses

• 93% of consumers who read online reviews claimed positive
reviews influenced buying decisions

• 91% of 18-34 years olds trust online reviews as much as personal 
recommendations

• 89% of consumers read businesses’ responses to reviews

• 3.3 - minimum business star rating consumers would engage with

• 68% of consumers will leave a review if asked

• Negative reviews stop 40% of consumers wanting to use a 
business
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Impact of Positive Reviews On 
Business Revenue 

3-star reviews or lower – people perceive 
there is something operationally wrong with 
your business. Goal is to get 4-5 star reviews.
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A 1-star increase in a Yelp 
rating leads to a 

5-9% increase in revenue

• Customers are willing to spend 31% more on a business with excellent reviews

• 92% of B2B buyers are more likely to purchase after reading a trusted review



Impact of Negative Reviews on a Business
• Only 13% of consumers will 

consider using a business that 
has a 1 or 2 star rating

• 4 out of 5 consumers - changed their minds about a 
recommended purchase after reading negative online reviews 

• Businesses can risk losing as many as 22% of customers when just 
one negative article is found by users considering buying their 
product.  
– 3 negative articles in a search query, the potential for lost 

customers increases to 59.2%
• 0 # of reviews online – competitors win and if you don’t engage, 

it looks like you can’t be bothered.
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Case Study: UA Reputation Blowups
• Remember Fall 2017 - officers forcibly removed a passenger 

from United Airlines Flight 3411 from Chicago to Louisville due 
to a full flight and 4 UA staff needing to get to Louisville. Due to 
the massive negative public exposure, investors watched in 
horror as UA hemorrhaged nearly a billion dollars in the 
market cap value. #bumpgate

– UA is still flying, but not without a permanently marred reputation. 
Other companies – smaller ones, or less capably equipped ones –
would simply crash and burn in the wake of this kind of reputation 
disaster.
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Potential Impact of Online Reputation 
and Hiring Staff

• A bad reputation costs a company at least 10% 
more per hire

• 70% of employers use social media to screen 
candidates during the hiring process
– Shhh….HR
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2 Main Components of Online 
Reputation Management (ORM)

• Social Media Platforms
– Tracking, monitoring and eliminating negative social media 

material about your brand to improve your name.  Done 
property, it can build your credibility to customers and  
strengthens their trust in your brand.

– Covers online review sites, local business directories, 
yellow pages, and business discovery - customers have a 
say about  their experience with a business.

• Online Review Sites (top 3 platforms)
– Online Reviews can have a trickle affect with revenue, 

branding, and hiring 
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What is Social Media Reputation 
Management? 

• Monitoring social media platforms
• Posting strategic social media 

content on
– i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter

• Estimated 58% of consumers tend 
to share their positive brand 
experience on social media 
platforms. Audiences trust them 
more than you.  
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GOAL 
Engage in those 
conversations 
and positively 

shape the 
consumer 

perception.



5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for a Business

Know What You’re Monitoring
– Monitor your company name and high profile employees
– Make sure you have all common misspellings so you leave 

no room for error. 
• i.e. CVCA Cardiac Care for Pets

– Misspellings:  CVAC Cardiac Care for Pets, etc.

– Your company’s products or services
– Popular industry keywords
– Competitor’s names to see what others are saying
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5-Step Social Media Reputation
Management Plan for Business

Consider Using a Social Media Monitoring Platform
– Extremely difficult for your business to track every single conversation
– Monitor your brand’s social media platforms for:

• customer feedback
• direct mentions of your brand
• discussions regarding related keywords, topics, competitors or 

industries following 
– Examples of some 2019 Social Media/Review Monitoring Tools:

• Awario
• Google Alerts
• Sprout Social
• Social Mention
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• Hootsuite
• Reputology
• Mention



Some Benefits of Working with 
reputation management companies

• Social media awareness 
• Search Engine Optimization (SEO) experience – boosts your websites 

search engine optimizations to maintain a successful online presence.
– SEO maximizes the #visitors to your website so your website is high 
on the list of search results

• Assist with keyword and phrase research to determine the best type of 
content to reach your intended audience.

• Properly crafted responses to negative reviews that are professional, 
articulate and accurate. 

• Receive updates and analytic reports regarding your online presence.  
Gain valuable insight into what your clients think and feel about your 
services.
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5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Business

Focus Your Efforts on Engagement 
– Post regularly
– Plan/schedule social media content

• i.e. social media calendar
– Engage with customers, listen to what they say to build better 

customer trust and loyalty
– Like, acknowledge, comment and thank them for reviews
– Resolve issues that affect reputation - do not avoid customer 

feedback posted
– Avoid cookie-cutter responses to negative comments
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Example of a Social Media Calendar for 
Planning Purposes
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5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Business

• Focus Your Efforts on Engagement –
cont’d 
– Social media continues to grow as the No. 1 

resource for customer care.  
• Only about 16% of people prefer using 1-

800 numbers 
• Customers expect a response within 4 hrs.  

–(average response time, is 10 hours)
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5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Business

• Focus Your Efforts on Engagement – cont’d 
– Bad reviews left unanswered - signal to other customers 

you are disinterested
– Negative reviews

• Try to provide clarity or a resolution to the problem.  
Person acts aggressive, give them a route to voice 
opinion: 

– respond to the message
– listen to the customer’s problem
– offer a solution
– provide a resource or place for their voice to be heard
– check up on their order or service status
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5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Business

• Focus Your Efforts on Engagement – cont’d

• According to Chip Bell, is a customer service speaker and 
world-renowned authority on customer loyalty and 
service innovation:  

“In the customer’s mind the clock starts when he or she 
posts a negative review, and your reputation drops with 

every hour u delay in  providing a response.” 
Be honest, be apologetic, and offer the aggrieved customer 

an easy way to access you.” 
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5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Business 
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4 Encourage More Social Reviews
– Provide easiest route to sought-after review sites

• Clickable images, links to posts, specific images, Calls to Action 
(CTA)

– Monitor and engage reviews coming in on your most important 
review sites

• Lower negative reviews and provide audience a better picture 
of how you handle customers complaints. 

• Positive engagement always increases the trustworthiness of 
customers

– i.e. email marketing or customer service teams offering 
reviews on online receipts.  

– i.e. monitoring tools – search for positive sentiments and 
respond with thankful messages. If they have a good 
experience, they are more likely to leave a good review



5-Step Social Media Reputation 
Management Plan for Businesses

• Scale Reputation Management to Track ROI
– Maintaining a positive social media reputation can 

lead to a better return on investment (ROI) – with 
positive reviews and conversations pouring in on 
social media

– Once you implement your social media 
monitoring tools, you can track new positive 
reviews and do a comparison over a 3-6 month 
period.  
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What does this mean to the 
veterinarian clinic?
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Veterinarian Stats 

• According to the 2017 – 2018 American Pet Products 
Association (APPA)
– # of households with a pet – 84.6 million
– % of households with at least 1 pet – 68% 
– Estimated # of pet dogs and cats – 183.9 million

• Translate to over ½ of those living in your community will 
own a pet that requires:
– Preventative, remedy, or cure of diseases healthcare
– In some suburban areas, the # is even higher

• What does this mean or translate to? 
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

Your practice has to be easily found online.
– Inspire trust and confidence by associating your practice with:

• great reviews
• positive customer experience
• strong social proof and testimonials

– How do you find those other review websites?
• Run a quick Google Search to see where u are showing up 

– Example – become familiar with the search results for 
“veterinary + your city name”

– Do a reputation-based search by using the name of your vet 
clinic or name of the doctors practicing 
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

F

Your practice has to be easily found online. Cont’d
• Identify

– Types of comments or reviews associated with your profiles  
– Once you know the most common sites associated with relevant 

searches for your practice, begin managing your profiles associated 
with said searches by:

– claiming your listing
– proactively responding to reviews
– providing the most updated info about your veterinary clinic 

– Consider using a social media monitoring platform
• Ex: Some 2019 social media monitoring tools:

– Sprout Social, Social Mention, Hootsuite, Reputology, and more…
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

– Get on Google My Businesss (GMB) 
– Google ranks #1 in Online Reviews – a must-do for reputation mgmt. 
– Helps potential patients find you using a variety of web-based tools
– Enables those searching for you to connect with your business seamlessly

• Example 
– Online blurbs help with SEO
– Location perimeter
– Hours
– Reviews
– Photos
– Categories to describe your business/SEO
– CVCA Leesburg 
– https://www.google.com/search?q=cvca+leesburg&rlz=1C1CHBF_enU

S772US772&oq=cvca+leesburg&aqs=chrome.0.0l4j69i64j69i61.2414j0j
4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

Get your business listed on Yelp
– Yelp ranks 2nd in Online Reviews that

consumers will check before they visit a business
• Enhance your business with photos and videos of your 

practice with your favorite pet patients
– Create a Yelp Business Page allowing your practice to:

• Connect with existing and potential customers and offer 
them ways to learn more about your business and 
professional experience

• Learn more about your facilities and services – post reviews 
and photos of their experience working with u
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

Engage with Pet Owners
– Ask pet owners how they found you.  

• It’s a great  conversation starter that will provide u with significant 
insights to help promote your veterinary practice using the means 
with the highest conversion

– A dog owner mentions a review site, convey both excitement 
and appreciation of what others are saying about your practice 

– Having conversations with pet owners help to identify and 
reward promoters,  who by word of mouth, are helping you 
build your veterinary practice. 

• i.e.  Example:  Offer a referral discount – helps to further cement the 
relationship and set the stage for high levels of customer loyalty
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5 Great Tips for 
Veterinarians Online Presence

Use Review Widgets 
– Have great online reviews, use marketing tools for 

generating more reviews
• i.e. Branded review widgets (if you are confident you will get high 

marks) feed real-time reviews from pages like Yelp, Facebook, and 
Google to your website. These help increase conversion and added 
credibility. 

• www.cvcavets.com/for-pet-owners/testimonials
• i.e. 1 or 2 reviews with accolades worth repeating

– Remember to capture FB reviews through your Facebook 
Business Mgr. account 
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Ideas to Help 
Promote Reviews in Clinics

• Ask clients to write a review

– Staff doing follow up calls, 
encourage patients to write 
online review  It’s old fashioned -
but can be effective.

• Link your online listings from your 
website
– Place links and clickable images on 

your website to direct clients to 
online review websites.

• i.e. 
https://www.cvcavets.com/locati
ons/cvca-leesburg/

• Go Old School 
– Offer a printed sheet of 

instructions to patients to go 
online and leave a review.

– Baby boomers pay attention to 
snail-mail. Costs more, but might 
be worth the expense to gain more 
reviews.

• Ask via personalized email
– Send a follow-up email thanking 

the patient for coming in for an 
exam. Ask if everything went well, 
include a link to your favorite 
online review website.
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Ideas to Help 
Promote Reviews in Clinics

• Tech Savy Staff - Customer video 
testimonials.  Make a Thank You 
Video with a Call to Action (CTA) 
for search engine optimization 
(SEO)  – people love videos. 

– Keep a video camera at clinic

– Make a movie

– Upload to your YouTube 
Channel

– Send it via email to patients 
after visits

• Print business cards with your Yelp 
address on them and hand them out 
select customers.   

– Take-home reminder to the 
customer that Yelp reviews are 
important to your business.

– Reminder, with Yelp, it’s against 
their Terms of Service to offer 
“incentives for reviews” - (they 
will not publish those reviews)
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Ideas to Help 
Promote Reviews in Clinics

• Share Your Best Reviews on 
Social Media (i.e. our Review 
Graphics)
– Show off on FB, TW and 

Instagram profiles 
– Sharing positive reviews on 

social media - drowns out 
negative noise. It can make a 
positive impact on your 
search visibility.

– The impact of user-generated 
content is more powerful and 
effective than loud sales 
messages or promotional 
brand content.

• Ask Patients on Social Media
– More than 80% of all 

Americans are on social 
media. Connect with patients 
and ask them to share their 
positive experiences with 
others.
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Fake Reviews 
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Can You Trust Online Reviews?
Consumer needs to be vigilant and avoid reviews with these red 
flags:

1. Typos or broken English – many fake reviewers are based in foreign countries
2. A sudden influx of positive reviews – that may be a sign that the business a 

consumer is researching has recently paid for positive influence.
3. Positive reviews spread out across the globe –if only have positive reviews spread 

out in various countries, that’s a sign the reviewers were paid to write them. 

“It’s really like the wild west and there’s no sheriff on duty,” said 
Jason Brown, who runs the consumer advocacy website, 
reviewfraud.org. 
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Impact of Soliciting Reviews
Google

Here’s Google’s Statement:
• “Reviews are only valuable when they are honest and 

unbiased. 
– i.e. - business owners shouldn’t offer incentives to 

customers in exchange for reviews.”  Bulk review 
solicitation is prohibited.  Many of the build review 
solicitation tools will ask customers to review their 
business. 

• July 11, 2019 
• Remember, Google reviews might just be one of the 

strongest assets you have when it comes to 
improving your search engine performance, getting 
found online and gaining much-needed credibility
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Impact of Soliciting Reviews
• Yelp 

– Discourages business owners from actively soliciting reviews 
and states the reviews will be filtered out. 

– A flurry of reviews come in at one time, it will flag the 
reviews as something you were trying to get

– Although you can’t offer incentives to customers for 
reviews, you can offer incentives for referrals.  

• By doing so, you can track who your loyal customers are 
(the ones who are spreading the word) and then ask 
those customers to leave u a positive review on Yelp. 
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Incentives for Reviews Carry Serious Risks
• Incentives don’t bring out an accurate sentiment  from the reviewer, 

they are writing the reviews to get cash, a discount or free items.  It 
creates a bias.

• Companies can pay a hefty fine for incentivized reviews 
– i.e. Urthbox – company provides subscriptions for healthy snacks
– Company asked consumers to write positive reviews, for the 

company, for the Better Business Bureau (BBB) website.  
– After writing a positive review, the consumer would take a 

screenshot of it and send it to UrthBox via email. 
– Once verified by Urthbox, it sent the consumer a free snack box 

• In 2016 – the co. only had 9 reviews, which were all negative
• In 2017 – the co. they had 695 reviews, 88% of which were 

positive
– These reviews are in violated BBB rules.

• The result: They paid a $100,000 fine.
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Can You Remove Negative Reviews 
from Google, Yelp, or Facebook?  

• Yelp  (April 2018)
– Go to the review you want to remove

• Click on the “flag” icon at the bottom of the review.  
• Select reason for removal and proceed.  
• Once the moderators evaluate your request, the bad Yelp review can be 

removed.  
• Keep in mind, that reporting doesn’t always result in removal. 

• Google (August 7, 2019)
– In the top left, click Menu (3 horizontal lines).  

• Go to Your contributions, click, and then choose Reviews.  
• Next to their review of your business, click More (3 dots). 
• Choose an option (edit or delete) and follow the instructions.  
• Respond to the review, flag the review, report to Google Small Business 

Support, The Next Step
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Can You Remove Negative Reviews 
from Google, Yelp, or Facebook?  

• Cont’d
• Facebook (October 13, 2019)

– You can’t remove reviews from Facebook that someone else 
wrote if they’re truthful.  You can fix the situation through 
diplomacy or stellar customer service.   

• IF you are able to make amends with the customer, they may 
delete their own review for you. 

– If you can’t fix the problem, at least respond to the customer 
complaint to tell ur side of the story.  

– Turn off your FB recommendations and remove all reviews from 
your Facebook page. You will lose all of those FB 
recommendations.
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Recap
• Engage with pet owners
• Like, acknowledge and comment to positive and negative 

reviews
• Respond in a timely fashion
• Ask consumers to give you reviews
• You want at least 4 stars or higher on reviews
• Claim your business pages
• Post strategic social media content
• Monitor online social media, consider designating staff 

person or using a reputation mgmt company 
• Social media or online reviews are not going away…
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Resources
• How to get Review Feedback Without Incentivized Review

– https://www.reviewtrackers.com/blog/incentivized-reviews/
• How to Delete a Google Review

– https://www.podium.com/google-reviews/how-to-delete-google-review/
• Steps to Report Fake Reviews

– https://www.reputationmanagement.com/blog/how-to-remove-facebook-reviews/#remove-bad-facebook-reviews
• How to ask for Reviews Online (Samples)

– https://thrivehive.com/how-to-ask-for-reviews/
• Review Sites that make the most impact for your business

– https://www.reviewpush.com/blog/review-sites-that-make-the-most-impact-for-your-business/
• 20 of the best social media monitoring tools to consider

– https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/20-of-the-best-social-media-monitoring-tools-to-consider/545036/
• 20 online review stats to know in 2019

– https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/online-review-stats/
• PROMOTING Customers to leave ONLINE REVIEWS

– https://www.repugen.com/blog/simple-ways-to-encourage-patients-leave-reviews
• Service to Leave Online Reviews

– - https://www.repugen.com/
• Review Widgets

– https://www.reviewtrackers.com/review-widget/
• Keys to Success - social media reputation

– https://www.reviewtrackers.com/social-media-reputation-management/
• 2019 - https://reputationresolutions.com/remove-negative-google-my-business-reviews/
•
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Thank You! Any Questions?
• Denise Kessler
• denise.kessler@cvcavets.com
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